
Perfection 
with peace 

in mind



Long lasting quality. Maximum efficiency.

Let’s grow 
together! 
Established as the premium market 
leader in ice makers, we now strive
to become the premium market
leader for commercial ice and 
refrigeration products.
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We aim to be the international top tier brand spanning the cooling 
category. To achieve this goal, we are refocusing and aligning 
our strategies to create one unique portfolio in the EMEA market. 
Incorporating a wealth of Gram knowledge and expertise into 
the Hoshizaki premium cooling portfolio will enable us to offer 
the best-in-class solution.

ONE BRAND 
Creating one brand for all markets, our portfolio sets Hoshizaki 
up as a top-tier, prestigious, innovative and proven global player 
within commercial refrigeration and ice makers. This guarantees 
all clients will be serviced with the best engineered, durable, 
reliable and efficient system available on the market today. 
A superior system that cools and freezes smarter, safer and in 
an even more sustainable way. Offering professionals premium 
performance and peace of mind for now and in the future.

TOGETHER WE WILL RISE TO THE CHALLENGE 
In our brand new state-of-the-art production facilities across 
multiple countries, we are developing an all-in-one premium 
systems, integrating features and a uniform product series.

LET’S GROW TOGETHER!

We are building upon a solid 
foundation of over a century of 
experience. A premium brand 

on the international market with 
a great reputation in which we 

will keep investing.
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Solid foundation
With a reputation for delivering smart refrigeration 
solutions, Hoshizaki engineers cabinets for better 
storage solutions for Chefs and kitchen operators.

AT A GLANCE

The Premier
benefits

Long lasting quality. Maximum efficiency.



COMPARTEMENTALIZED DESIGN
The PREMIER’s condenser is positioned on top of the cabinet, which 
brings multiple advantages. Extra space allows for easy cleaning. 
As the evaporator is positioned on top of the cabinet, valuable space 
inside the cabinet can be used for storage. Additionally, it can easily 
be serviced via the front access panel on top of the cabinet. 

HEALTHY WORK ENVIRONMENT 
Extras, like the practical pedal door opener, allow hands-free 
opening and saves time within busy kitchen operations. The range 
contributes to a healthier work environment with ergonomic design 
features, such as full-height handles and low noise levels.

PERFECT TEMPERATURES 
The efficient air circulation system helps to maintain perfect storage 
temperatures at all times in the whole cabinet, preserving the taste, 
texture, nutritional content and preventing food waste. The PREMIER 
is designed to recover the inside temperature rapidly after each door 
opening and automatic defrosting.

VAST VARIETY 
The Premier series comes in different cabinet sizes and temperature 
ranges to meet your individual needs. Depending on your requirements, 
you can choose cabinets with top or bottom-mounted cooling system 
and cabinets with varying width and depth.

EASY CLEANING 

& WASTE REDUCTION 
Thanks to the rounded corners and seamless surfaces, cleaning 
routines become a quick and simple task. The practical anti-tilting 
rails prevent spillage and the cabinet has a rounded interior and 
comes with removable door seal.
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A quick guide 
to the Premier 
series.

Ideal for commercial kitchens 
(Front of House/ Back of House)

Suitable for operations in ambient 
temperatures of up to +40°C 

Heavy-duty cabinets: 
climate class 4/5 

High performance: stable temperatures
in the whole cabinet despite frequent
door openings

Meets Gastronorm 
& shelf size standards

Long lasting quality. Maximum efficiency.



Refrigerator
Fresh meat

and fish
Freezer

Glass door  
refrigerator

+2/+12°C -5/+12°C -25/-5°C +2/+12°C

K
MODELS

M
MODELS

F
MODELS

KG
MODELS
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1 
Low noise levels

2 
80mm insulation generate 

low energy consumption 
and high temperature 
stability (even during

defrost cycles)

3 
Seamless structure for easy 
cleaning inside the cabinet

4 
304 quality stainless steel 

for durability and food 
safety

5 
Most efficient air 

distribution inside with 
a specially designed air 

channel and therefore 
temperature stability

on all levels

6 
Compartmentalized
design for maximum

internal capacity and
easy maintenance

7 
Low maintenance 

condenser without filter
(for 70, 140 cabinets)

8 
Wide magnetic removable 

door seal with triple 
insulation area provides 

an effective seal, reduces 
escaping cold air

9 
Unique pedal door opener, 

which can be placed on
left or right side

 10
Clear display. Designed 
with easy cleaning in mind

 11
Automatic re-evaporation 
of condensation water

 12
Door Lock

 13
Automatic fan cutout switch 

 14
Wide variety of cabinet size 
and temperature ranges

 15
Built-in LED light

 16
Forced air-cooling system

 17
Self-closing door at
an angle of less than
90 degrees for food safety, 
energy-saving and easier 
working routines

 18
Protecting Class (IP2X)

 19
Reversible door allows 
the appliances to be 
adapted to any individual 
installation site

 20
Full-height ergonomic 
handle for easy cleaning

 21
According to your 
preference: Legs or 
Castors, Reversible door



TECHNOLOGY FOR KITCHEN EXCELLENCE 

With a reputation for delivering solid refrigeration 
solutions, Hoshizaki develops cabinets for better 
storage solutions for Chefs and kitchen operators.
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ERGONOMIC & EASY TO USE
Extras, like the practical pedal door 
opener, allow hands-free opening, 

contribute to a healthier work 
environment and save time for busy 

kitchen operations. The functional 
and intuitive display is easy

to navigate.

Solid quality
for kitchen
perfectionists.

Long lasting quality. Maximum efficiency.

ABOUT PREMIER 

The Hoshizaki PREMIER is a series of heavy-duty cabinets for energy-
efficient refrigeration (Climate Class 4/5), catering to the needs of 
busy commercial kitchens. The durable design with solid door hinges, 
stainless steel and a flawless finish is built to withstand the most 
demanding kitchen operations. The PREMIER cabinets are available 
with legs instead of castors.



DIGITAL TOUCH
Premier cabinets come 
with an intuitive control 
display, concealed 
behind a transparent 
and impact and water 
resistant top panel.

ERGONOMIC FULL-LENGTH 
DOOR HANDLE
Easy to clean.
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MAXIMUM STORAGE SPACE
With shelf runners from the top
to bottom of the cabinet, the inside 
space can be efficiently utilized for 
maximum produce storage.

EASY CUSTOMIZATION 
& FLEXIBILITY
PREMIER cabinets can easily be 
adjusted to your requirements, 
for example, the length of the legs, 
the position of the door, and the 
foot pedal. PREMIER cabinets can 
accommodate shelves up to 22 levels 
(4 shelves included) offering you high 
flexibility to accommodate different 
types of produce.



Perfect
temperatures for
maximum food safety.
The PREMIER series offers a wide range of models for diverse
catering establishments without compromising on energy efficiency 
and low total cost of ownership. 

The PREMIER is designed to recover the inside temperature rapidly 
after each door opening and defrosting. Keeping your produce at 
optimal storage conditions, with minimal temperature differences 
within the cabinet which helps enhance the shelf life of your products.
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Long lasting quality. Maximum efficiency.

HYGIENE & WASTE
REDUCTION 

Thanks to the rounded corners, 
smooth surfaces and molded rails, 

cleaning schedules become a quick 
and simple task. The practical anti-

tilting function prevents spillage. The 
interior and exterior are made of AISI 

304 stainless steel and are perfectly 
suitable for humid locations.

UNIFORM  KITCHEN DESIGN
The exterior of all PREMIER cabinets 
features a uniform design that seamlessly 
and aesthetically fits into your Hoshizaki 
Gram refrigeration concept.



FOOD SAFETY & 
TEMPERATURE STABILITY
The efficient air circulation system helps to maintain 
perfect storage temperatures at all times, preserving 
the taste, texture and nutritional content of your fresh 
goods. The PREMIER is designed to recover the inside 
temperature rapidly after each door opening
and defrosting. 

EASY CUSTOMIZATION 
& FLEXIBILITY
PREMIER cabinets can easily be 
adjusted to your requirements, 
for example; legs or castors, 
the position of the door and the 
foot pedal. PREMIER cabinets 
can accommodate shelves up to 
22 runners (4 shelves included) 
offering you high flexibility to 
accommodate different types
of produce.

COMPARTMENTALIZED DESIGN
The PREMIER refrigeration system uses
a compertamentalized design. The cabinet’s 
condenser is positioned on top of the cabinet 
(except for all BW models), which brings multiple 
advantages. As the evaporator is positioned on 
top of the cabinet, valuable space inside the 
cabinet can be used for storage. Additionally,
it can easily be serviced via the front access 
panel on top of the cabinet. 



Long lasting quality. Maximum efficiency.
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SPECIFICATIONS



THE PREMIER FAMILY 
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Long lasting quality. Maximum efficiency.



760660009 Shelf gray with back guard for gn2/1 cabinets excl. Rail

760660013 Shelf ss with back guard for gn2/1 cabinets excl. Rail

760660442 Shelf gray for gn2/1 cabinets excl. Rail  (bottom)     

760660437 Shelf ss with back guard for gn2/1 cabinets excl. Rail (bottom)

760660444 Set of shelves (3 top+1 bottom) ss with back guard for gn2/1 cabinets excl. Rail (single door)

760660118 Set of 4 stainless legs 130-180 mm

760660022 Set of 4 castors for cabinets

760660430 Master key

A C B

70
SPECIFICATIONS
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2/1 GN

HIGHLIGHTS 

• Removable gaskets
• Monoblock 
• Round edges inside
• Airflow guide
• Low sound level
• Right hand hinged 
 reversible door
• Automatic door cloosing
• Pedal door opener 
 with safety release
• 4 grey shelves 
 (530 x 650mm)
• LED lighting
• Door lock
• Legs, H = 130-180mm

A

TECHNICAL DATA PREMIER K 70 L DR PREMIER M 70 L DR PREMIER F 70 L DR PREMIER KG 70 L DR  

Item number 171701010 172701010 173701010 174701010

Temperature range +2°C/+12°C -5°C/+12°C -25°C/-5°C +2°C/+12°C

Volume, gross (l) 700 700 700 700

Net usable volume (l) 475 475 475 475

Outside dimensions W x D x H 690 x 920 x 2100 690 x 920 x 2100 690 x 920 x 2100 690 x 920 x 2100

Weight (kg) 125 125 125 130

Weight, packed (kg) 135 135 135 140

Refrigeration capacity at -10°C 206 W (-10° / +45°) 206 W (-10° / +45°) - 206 W (-10° / +45°)

Refrigeration capacity at -25°C - - 376 W (-30° / +45°) -

Connection 230V / NPE 50 Hz 230V / NPE 50 Hz 230V / NPE 50 Hz 230V / NPE 50 Hz

Connection load (Watt) 120 120 460 120

Energy efficiency class A A C B

Energy consumption (kWh/24h) 0,935 0,935 4,853 1,237

Sound level db(A) 48 48 52 48

Climate class 5 5 5 4

GWP 3 3 3 3

Refrigerant R600a R600a R290 R600a

Number of nylon coated shelves 4 4 4 4

Maximum number of shelves 22 22 22 22



A A C B

HIGHLIGHTS

• Removable gaskets
• Monoblock 
• Round edges inside
• Airflow guide
• Low sound level
• Right hand hinged reversible door
• Automatic door cloosing
• Pedal door opener with safety release
• 4 grey shelves (530 x 650mm)
• LED lighting
• Door lock
• Castors, H = 130mm
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HIGHLIGHTS 

• Removable gaskets
• Monoblock 
• Round edges inside
• Airflow guide
• Low sound level
• 1 right hand and 1 left 
 hand hinged door
• Automatic door closing
• Door lock x 2
• Pedal door opener x 2
• 8 gray shelves 
 (530 x 650mm)
• LED lighting
• Legs, H = 130-180mm
• Complete wall rails, 
 Shelf support.

760660009 Shelf gray with back guard for gn2/1 cabinets excl. Rail

760660013 Shelf ss with back guard for gn2/1 cabinets excl. Rail

760660442 Shelf gray for gn2/1 cabinets excl. Rail  (bottom)     

760660437 Shelf ss with back guard for gn2/1 cabinets excl. Rail (bottom)

760660445 Set of shelves (6 top+2 bottom) ss with back guard for gn2/1 cabinets excl. Rail (double door)

760660243 Double door cabinet rail-left gn2/1 u shape

760660244 Double door cabinet rail-right gn2/1 u shape

760660118 Set of 4 stainless legs 130-180 mm

760660022 Set of 4 castors for cabinets

760660430 Master key

2/1 GN

TECHNICAL DATA PREMIER K 140 L PREMIER M 140 L PREMIER F 140 L PREMIER KG 140 L

Item number 171141070 172141070 173141070 174141070

Temperature range +2°C/+12°C -5°C/+12°C -25°C/-5°C +2°C/+12°C

Volume, gross (l) 1400 1400 1400 1400

Net usable volume (l) 1085 1085 1085 1085

Outside dimensions W x D x H (mm) 1380 x 920 x 2100 1380 x 920 x 2100 1380 x 920 x 2100 1380 x 920 x 2100

Weight (kg) 196 196 196 215

Weight, packed (kg) 212 212 212 230

Refrigeration capacity at -10°C 361 W (-10° / +45°) 361 W (-10° / +45°) - 361 W (-10° / +45°)

Refrigeration capacity at -25°C - - 608 W (-30° / +45°) -

Connection 230V / NPE 50 Hz 230V / NPE 50 Hz 230V / NPE 50 Hz 230V / NPE 50 Hz

Connection load (Watt) 200 200 920 200

Energy efficiency class A A C B

Energy consumption (kWh/24h) 1,622 1,622 8,89 2,26

Sound level db(A) 50 50 56 50

Climate class 5 5 5 4

GWP 3 3 3 3

Refrigerant R290 R290 R290 R290

Number of shelves 8 8 8 8

Maximum number of shelves 22 x 2 22 x 2 22 x 2 22 x 2

SPECIFICATIONS

140

Long lasting quality. Maximum efficiency.



A A C B

HIGHLIGHTS

• Removable gaskets
• Monoblock 
• Round edges inside
• Airflow guide
• Low sound level
• 1 right hand and 1 left hand hinged door
• Automatic door closing
• Door lock x 2
• Pedal door opener x 2
• 8 gray shelves (530 x 650mm)
• LED lighting
• Castors, H = 130mm
• Complete wall rails, Shelf support.
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HIGHLIGHTS 

• Removable gaskets
• Monoblock 
• Round edges inside
• Airflow guide
• Low sound level
• Right hand hinged 
 reversible door
• Automatic door closing
• Pedal door opener with  
 safety release
• 4 gray shelves 
 (650 x 530mm)
• LED lighting
• Door lock
• Legs, H = 130-180mm

W80
SPECIFICATIONS

760660433 Shelf gray with back guard for gn2/1 wide cabinets excl. Rail

760660438 Shelf ss with back guard for gn 2/1 wide cabinet excl. Rail

760660443 Shelf gray for gn2/1 wide cabinets excl. Rail (bottom) 

760660439 Shelf ss with back guard for gn 2/1 wide cabinet excl. Rail (bottom)

760660447 Set of shelves (3 top+1 bottom) ss with back guard for gn2/1 wide cabinets excl. Rail 

760660118 Set of 4 stainless legs 130-180 mm

760660022 Set of 4 castors for cabinets

760660430 Master key

TECHNICAL DATA PREMIER K W80 C DR U PREMIER M W80 C DR U PREMIER F W80 C DR U PREMIER KG W80 C DR U

Item number 171801010 172801010 173801010 174801010

Temperature range +2°C/+12°C -5°C/+12°C -25°C/-5°C +2°C/+12°C

Volume, gross (l) 700 700 700 700

Net usable volume (l) 475 475 475 475

Outside dimensions W x D x H 810 x 800 x 2100 810 x 800 x 2100 810 x 800 x 2100 810 x 800 x 2100

Weight (kg) 125 125 125 130

Weight, packed (kg) 135 135 135 140

Refrigeration capacity at -10°C 206 W (-10° / +45°) 206 W (-10° / +45°) - 206 W (-10° / +45°)

Refrigeration capacity at -25°C - - 376 W (-30° / +45°) -

Connection 230V / NPE 50 Hz 230V / NPE 50 Hz 230V / NPE 50 Hz 230V / NPE 50 Hz

Connection load (Watt) 120 120 520 120

Energy efficiency class A A C B

Energy consumption (kWh) 0,925 0,925 4,87 1,204

Sound level db(A) 48 48 52 48

Climate class 5 5 5 4

GWP 3 3 3 3

Refrigerant R600a R600a R290 R600a

Number of shelves 4 4 4 4

Maximum number of shelves 18 18 18 18

2/1 GN



A A C B

HIGHLIGHTS

• Removable gaskets
• Monoblock 
• Round edges inside
• Airflow guide
• Low sound level
• Right hand hinged reversible door
• Automatic door cloosing
• Pedal door opener with safety release
• 4 grey shelves (530 x 650mm)
• LED lighting
• Door lock
• Castors, H = 130mm
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HIGHLIGHTS 

• Removable gaskets
• Monoblock 
• Right hand hinged 
 reversible door
• Automatic door cloosing
• Pedal door opener with 
 safety release
• 4 grey shelves 
 (400 x 600mm)
• LED lighting
• Door lock
• Legs, H = 130-180mm
• Complete wall rails, 
 Shelf support

SPECIFICATIONS

60

760660431 Shelf gray with back guard for en1/1 cabinet excl. Rail 

760660440 Shelf ss with back guard for en1/1 cabinet excl. Rail

760660446 Set of shelves (4 shelves) ss with back guard for en 1/1 cabinets excl. Rail 

760660432 Set of 2 rail for en1/1 cabinet u shape 

760660118 Set of 4 stainless legs 130-180 mm

760660022 Set of 4 castors for cabinets

760660430 Master key

TECHNICAL DATA PREMIER K 60 L DR PREMIER M 60 L DR PREMIERF 60 L DR  PREMIER KG 60 L DR

Item number 171601010 172601010 173601010 174601010

Temperature range +2°C/+12°C -5°C/+12°C -25°C/-5°C +2°C/+12°C

Volume, gross (l) 480 480 480 480

Net usable volume (l) 335 335 335 335

Outside dimensions W x D x H 610 x 920 x 2100 610 x 920 x 2100 610 x 920 x 2100 610 x 920 x 2100

Weight (kg) 110 110 110 115

Weight, packed (kg) 120 120 120 125

Refrigeration capacity at -10°C 206 W (-10° / +45°) 206 W (-10° / +45°) - 206 W (-10° / +45°)

Refrigeration capacity at -25°C - - 376 W (-30° / +45°) -

Connection 230V / NPE 50 Hz 230V / NPE 50 Hz 230V / NPE 50 Hz 230V / NPE 50 Hz

Connection load (Watt) 120 120 310 120

Energy efficiency class A A C B

Energy consumption (kWh/24h) 0,785 0,785 4,13 1,023

Sound level db(A) 46 46 51 46

Climate class 5 5 5 4

GWP 3 3 3 3

Refrigerant R600a R600a R290 R600a

Number of shelves 4 4 4 4

Maximum number of shelves 22 22 22 22

1/1 EN

Long lasting quality. Maximum efficiency.



A A C B

HIGHLIGHTS

• Removable gaskets
• Monoblock 
• Round edges inside
• Airflow guide
• Low sound level
• 1 right hand and 1 left hand hinged door
• Automatic door closing
• Door lock x 2
• Pedal door opener x 2
• 8 gray shelves (530 x 650mm)
• LED lighting
• Castors, H = 130mm
• Complete wall rails, Shelf support.
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HIGHLIGHTS 

• Removable gaskets
• Round edges inside
• Airflow guide
• Low sound level
• Right hand hinged 
 reversible door
• Automatic door cloosing
• Integrated castors
• 4 shelves (650 x 530mm)
• LED lighting
• Door lock
• Complete wall rails, 
 Shelf support

BW80
SPECIFICATIONS

760660433 Shelf gray with back guard for gn2/1 wide cabinets excl. Rail

760660438 Shelf ss with back guard for gn 2/1 wide cabinet excl. Rail

760660448 Set of shelves (4 shelves) ss with back guard for gn 2/1 wide cabinets excl. Rail 

760660434 Set of 2 rail for bottom mount cabinets u shape 

760660430 Master key

TECHNICAL DATA PREMIER K BW80 DR PREMIER M BW80 DR PREMIER F BW80 DR PREMIER KG BW80 DR 

Item number 171800010 172800010 173800010 174800010

Temperature range +2°C/+12°C -5°C/+12°C -25°C/-5°C +2°C/+12°C

Volume, gross (l) 610 610 610 610

Net usable volume (l) 457 457 457 457

Outside dimensions W x D x H 830 x 770 x 1970 830 x 770 x 1970 830 x 770 x 1970 830 x 770 x 1970

Weight (kg) 130 130 130 135

Weight, packed (kg) 140 140 140 145

Refrigeration capacity at -10°C 206 W (-10° / +45°) 206 W (-10° / +45°) - 206 W (-10° / +45°)

Refrigeration capacity at -25°C - - 376 W (-30° / +45°) -

Connection 230V / NPE 50 Hz 230V / NPE 50 Hz 230V / NPE 50 Hz 230V / NPE 50 Hz

Connection load (Watt) 120 120 370 120

Energy efficiency class A A C B

Energy consumption (kWh/24h) 0,911 0,911 4,959 1,184

Sound level db(A) 48 48 51 48

Climate class 5 5 5 4

GWP 3 3 3 3

Refrigerant R600a R600a R290 R600a

Number of shelves 4 4 4 4

Maximum number of shelves 22 22 22 22

2/1 GN



Hoshizaki Europe B.V. Headquarters Export EMENA, Burgemeester Stramanweg 101, 1101 AA Amsterdam, the Netherlands 
sales@hoshizaki.nl +31 (0)20 691 84 99 www.hoshizaki-europe.com

 

 

When cool becomes brilliant


